
Title of dataset: Thomas A. Buck PhD thesis interview transcript data for study one and 
study three.  
 
Contact details: t.buck@ucfb.ac.uk 
 
Data Overview: The data included within the file contains transcripts from audio recordings 
from both study one and three from the author’s PhD thesis. The data was collected 
through semi-structured interviews and were transcribed verbatim.  
Data collection for study one transcripts: September 2017 – December 2017. 
Data collection for three transcripts: September 2020 – January 2021.  
Study one collected the data in person through face-to-face interviews and were audio 
recorded before being transcribed. 
Study three collected the data through remote interviews which were conducted via Zoom 
or Microsoft Teams. The interviews were audio recorded before being transcribed.  
 
All participant data has been anonymised and all responses from participants which may 
refer to any person, organisation or body have been anonymised either using a pseudonym 
or have been classified as [confidential] in the transcript. In some cases pseudonyms are 
used as names (e.g., John, Alex, Jane, etc.) or have used random initials assigned as the 
pseudonym (e.g., [MU]. [RE], etc.) This was done to maintain participant anonymity and 
maintain confidentiality of all participant responses during the interviews.  
 
Study One Key: Interviewer is listed as ‘TB’, and participants are defined by their participant 
number, E.g., Participant 1 is listed as ‘1’, Participant 2 is listed as ‘2’, Participant 3 is listed 
as ‘3’, and Participant 4 is listed as ‘4’. 
 
Study Three Key: Interviewer is defined by ‘I’ and Participants are defined by ‘P’. Each 
respective transcript of the data from study three is labelled according to participant 
number, E.g., Participant 1 through to Participant 18. Each transcript is completed with the 
term, ‘End of Interview’ or ‘Interview End’. 
 
Permissions: Participants were informed through the participant information sheet (prior to 
consenting to participate) that the data would be used for completion of the author’s PhD 
and would be disseminated via the PhD thesis, peer-reviewed journals, and open access 
repositories upon completion of the work. Once they had confirmed they had read the 
participant information sheet and were informed of the studies’ purposes and the use of 
their data participants were asked to consent through signing a consent form. All 
participants present in this dataset have consented to participate in the study and for the 
data to be disseminated by the means listed above.  


